Gamma

Manage metering
with tailored
platform

empowering energy leaders globally

Using our unbeatable industry
expertise we’ve produced software
tailored for meter asset managers;
Gamma is our appointment and
asset management software
solution

We’ve mastered metering.
Gamma is the ultimate management tool for meter asset managers;
combining automated dataflow communication and verification with
appointment management. Simple to use but with exceptional depth.

Accept metering
appointments and manage
asset status. All incoming and
outgoing data is automatically
validated using Gatekeeper
and users have full visibility of
in and outbound transactions.
Gamma sends data directly
to field force for complete
schedule management.

Advanced appointment manager

Gamma covers a colossal wealth
of analytical and historical data
on MPRNs, transactions and
flow data. Gamma also verifies
and automatically identifies
Erroneous meter asset data for
exception management

Supervising manually
inputted appointment data is
a time consuming, laborious
task. Take advantage of our
managed service packages
to automate appointment
management and simplify
your workflow

Data encyclopedia &
Error Management

Take advantage of
Managed Services

Meter Asset Management is
a manual, complex and time
consuming task. But it doesn’t
have to be.
Managing metering appointments and asset activity is
slow and laborious, wasting time and staff workload.

Our system covers the complete life cycle of an MPRN,
covering historical data across meters and supplier changes.

Gamma is responsible for tracking metering appointments
and communicating with field force software to update job
requests and scheduling.
Meter data is displayed in a clear, intuitive web enabled
interface that can be configured for multiple levels of user
access.

Gamma is intuitive in recognising held flow data for quick
and efficient error management. These dataflow exceptions, which are often en-countered from manual entry are highlighted for rapid resolutions.
Gamma also integrates to all major field force providers for
cross-communication with your data systems.

We’ll manage your assets with our Managed Service Package
Let us handle your appointment data with our automated software packages and expert team
of industry specialists.

6
years

of providing
automated meter
asset management

Features
Appointment & asset
management

View, edit and create asset and appointment data to be
sent across DTN

Run uniformed reports on
activity
Gamma provides wide range of asset reports for review

Automatic Data Validation

Gatekeeper software checks quality of incoming and outgoing
data

Ability to create new
asset dataflows

Clear historical visibility
of transactions

Manage any data
exceptions

Portfolio dashboard with
performance overview
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